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A finite group is said to be factorizable if G = AB for some proper 
subgroups A and B of G; such an expression is called a factorization of G. 
Factorizations have been the subject of considerable study-see, for 
example, [ 11, 121. For the case where G is a finite simple group some 
results can be found in [8, 20, 26, 27, 291. In this paper we determine com- 
pletely the factorizations of the exceptional simple groups of Lie type and 
their automorphism groups. (Here, by an exceptional simple group of Lie 
type we mean a non-abelian finite simple group associated with one of the 
families G,, F4, E,, E,, E,, ‘B,, 2G2, 3D,, ‘F4, and 2E,, excluding G,(2)’ 
and *G*(3) in view of the isomorphisms G,(2)’ E U,(3) and 
‘G,(3) Z L,(8).) There are two interesting features of our main result. One 
is that remarkably few of the exceptional simple groups of Lie type are fac- 
torizable-for example, E,(q), *EC(q), E,(q), and E,(q) possess no fac- 
torizations. In contrast, some striking factorizations are found to exist for 
the groups G,(q) and F,(q). (For G,(q) these factorizations are already 
known [20, 271.) In another paper [ 151 the maximal factorizations of all 
the other finite simple groups and their automorphism groups are classified 
(where the factorization G = AB is maximal if both A and B are maximal 
subgroups of G). The results of this paper and [ 151 are used in [ 161 to 
obtain a classification of the maximal subgroups of the finite alternating 
and symmetric groups. 
Our main results here are the following two theorems. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be un e.uceptionalfinite simple group of’ Lie type \rith 
factorization G = AB. Then G is G,(q) with q = 4 or q a power ef’3, or F.,(q) 
with q a power qf 2, and one of the following holds: 
(i) G=G,(4), A=Jz, and SU,(4)6 BdSU,(4).2; 
(ii) G = Gz(q), q is a power c~f 3, and 
X,(q) d A 6 SL,(q).2, W,(q) d B d W,(q).2 
(iii) G = G,(q), q is an odd power ef 3, and 
A = ‘G,(q), =3(q) 6 B< SL,(q).2 
(iv) G = F,(q), q is even, and 
A = Bidq), ‘L&(q) d B d 3D4(q).3. 
Conversely, factorizations qf G do arise in each qf the cases (i)-(iv). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an exceptional ,finite simple group of Lie type and 
let X be a group with G 4 X< Aut G. Suppose that X= A,, B, for some 
proper subgroups A,, B, of X such that G & A, and G 4 B,. Then either 
(a) G=(GnAA,)(GnB,) and G, GnA,, and GnB, are as in 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 1, or 
(b) X= G,(4).2, A, = G,(2) x 2, and B,= SU,(4).4. 
Remarks. (1) In case (ii) of Theorem 1, let V be a natural 7-dimen- 
sional module for G,(q) over GF(q). There are two conjugacy classes of 
each of the subgroups SL,(q) and SU,(q) in G,(q), one reducible and one 
irreducible on V. The factorizations G = AB arise here precisely when one 
of A and B is irreducible and the other is reducible on V. Thus there are 
exactly two G-conjugacy classes of maximal factorizations, interchanged by 
a graph automorphism of G. A similar discussion applies in case (iv), with 
V a natural 26-dimensional module for Fd(q) over GF(q). On the other 
hand, in case (iii) there is a unique conjugacy class of subgroups ‘G,(q) in 
G,(q), and either of the two classes of subgroups SL,(q) leads to fac- 
torizations. 
(2) The subgroup A n B is maximal in both A and B in case (i) of 
Theorem 1, and is maximal in B in case (iv); otherwise A n B is non- 
maximal in both A and B. This is clear from [4] in case (i) and from our 
proofs in the other cases. Note that in case (iv), A n B’ = SL,(q) x SL,(q3), 
which is maximal in ‘D,(q) by [18]. 
(3) Our proof uses the classification of finite simple groups and relies 
on the bounds for the orders of maximal subgroups of exceptional groups 
of Lie type established in [18]. 
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(4) The recent paper [27] considers the very special case of our 
Theorem 1 in which G = G,(q) and A and B are both simple. 
We now describe our notation. For a prime power q =p” (p a prime 
number) and a positive integer n, we write qn for the largest primitive 
divisor of p”” - 1; that is, qn is the largest prime such that qn Ip”” - 1 and 
qn I( pi - 1 for i < an. By [30] these primes q,, exist unless n = 2 or q” = 26. 
Also define q,* to be the product of the primitive prime divisors of p”” - 1, 
counting multiplicities (so q,* = @z,Jp) in the notation of [lo]). For 
groups X, Y we denote by X. Y an extension of X by Y and by X0 Y a cen- 
tral product of X and Y. If r is a prime number we often just write re for an 
elementary abelian group (2,)’ of order rp (e E N ). Finally, we use the 
notation L,(q), U,(q) for the groups PSL,(q), PSU,(q), respectively. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
This is carried out case by case. Let G be an exceptional simple group of 
Lie type over GF(q), where q =p” and p is prime, and let X be a group 
such that G 4 XQ Aut G. Suppose that X= A,B,, where A,, B, are 
maximal proper subgroups of X and G 4 A,, G 4B,. We take lAo( 3 lB,,(, 
so that lAoI > 1x1 ‘I2 and hence the results of [18] determine the 
possibilities for A,. Define 
A =A,nG, B=B,nG. 
Also denote by G the group Inndiag(G), that is, G extended by its group of 
diagonal automorphisms. 
We shall use implicitly the trivial observation that whenever n B 3 and qn 
exists, it does not divide IOut GI, since qn - 1 (mod an). 
Case G = E,(q) 
By [18], either A is a parabolic subgroup or A is the normalizer of a 
subgroup S&(q) 0 E,(q) or E8(q1/*) of G. In all cases it follows immediately 
that the primitive prime divisors qjO, q24, and q20 all divide IBI and, 
moreover, that I BJ > q5’/10ut GI > q56. Write rc = {q3,,, q24r q20}. 
Suhcase: B local in G. Here B = N,(E) with E < G and E g (Z,)’ for 
some prime r. If r =p then B is parabolic by [l, 3.121, and 1 B( cannot be 
divisible by members of n; hence r #p. 
LEMMA. Some member of x divides ) C,(E)l. 
Proof. Suppose false. If E f T for some maximal torus T of G then 
N,(E)/C,(E) is isomorphic to a subgroup of W= W(E,), the Weyl group 
of E, ; since 7 is the largest prime dividing 1 WI, this is impossible. Thus E 
cannot be embedded in a maximal torus and so r < 5 by [24, II, 5.81. If r is 
5 or 3 then e< 8 by [9, 10.21. However, IGL,(5)1 and IGL,(3)1 are not 
divisible by three primes congruent to 1 modulo 30, 24, or 20. And if r = 2 
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then e < 16: for E < NJ T) for some maximal torus T of G by [24, II, 5.171, 
and the abelian 2-rank of W is at most 8 since W< O,+(3). Since (GL,,(2)1 
is divisible by no prime congruent to 1 modulo 20, the lemma is proved. 
It follows from the lemma and [S] that C,(E) must be a maximal torus 
of G, whence IBI ,< (q + 1)’ 1 WI, contradicting the fact that IBI > q56. This 
completes the case where B is a local subgroup. 
S&case: B non-local. Let S be the socle of B. Then S = S, x . . . x S,, a 
direct product of nonabelian simple group S,. The subgroup S, x . . . x S,- , 
centralizes an element of prime order at least 5, and hence (by [9, 14.11, 
for example) lies in a Chevalley or twisted group of rank 7. Repeating this 
argument, we see that t d 8. Further, B contains an element x of order qjO 
(>31), and C,(x) is abelian (as noted above). If q30 does not divide ISI 
then x must act as an outer automorphism on some S,, whence C,(x) is 
nonabelian (cf. [9, 9. I I), a contradiction. Hence qJO divides IS,1 for some i, 
and it follows that t = 1, that is, S is a simple group. 
Now S cannot be an alternating or a sporadic group, by consideration of 
prime divisors. Thus S= S(r) is of Lie type over GF(r). If (q, r) = 1 then 
[13] easily gives IBI < qs6 (we use here the fact that G has a 248-dimen- 
sional representation over GF(q)). Consequently p I r; let r = ph, and recall 
that q =p”. 
Let .x=x,~ be the largest positive integer such that ISI contains a 
primitive prime divisor of r’ - 1 as a factor. Then by [30], hx d 30a. Since 
qjD divides JSI, we also have hx > 30a, and hence bx = 30a. Moreover, as 
qz4 and qIO divide ISI, ISI must involve a product of at least three manic 
polynomials in r, that is, the untwisted Lie rank of S is at least 3. Also the 
Lie rank of S is at most 8 by [ 17, Fact 1, p. 2441. Thus the possibilities for 
S can be listed: they are 
(here we list first classical groups and then exceptional groups of rank 8 or 
less). In all cases Lagrange’s Theorem gives a contradiction, except for 
S= L5(q6). Since this has an element of order at least (q3’ - 1 )/5(q6 - 1) it 
cannot be a subgroup of E,(q) (by [24, II, 1.11). 
This completes the proof. 
Case G = ET(q) 
By [18] A is either parabolic or the normalizer of a subgroup E,(q), 
2E6(q), SL,(q) oD6(q), or E,(q”‘). In all cases q14 must divide IBI; also 
q,s divides IBI unless A = N(2E6(q)). We observe also that JBI > 
q27/[Out G( > q26. 
First suppose that B is local in G, with B = N,(E) and Er (Z,)e 
(r prime). As before, r # p. 
LEMMA. The prime q,4 divides IC,(E)(. 
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Proqf Suppose false. As in the Es case, r is 2 or 3 by [24, II, 5.81. First 
let r : 2. We have E < N( 7) for some torus T of G by [24, II, 5.171. Since 
W= U’(E,) < O,(3), the abelian 2-rank of W is at most 7, whence e < 14; 
and if e = 14 then (En TI = 2’ and W contains a subgroup (2,)’ centraliz- 
ing En T, which is clearly impossible. Hence e < 13. The only prime 
divisors of IGL,J(2)( congruent to 1 modulo 14 are 127 and 8191. 
However, any faithful representations in odd characteristic of the groups 
2’.127 and 213.8191 must have dimension at least 127 and 8191, respec- 
tively. Since G has a representation of dimension 56 we deduce that 2’. 127 
and 213.8191 cannot be subgroups of G. Hence q,4 divides IC(E)I, as 
required. Finally, if r = 3 then e < 7 by [9,10.2]. The only prime divisor of 
IGL,(3)) congruent to 1 modulo 14 is 1093; however, 3’. 1093 is not a sub- 
group of G by the above argument. 
It follows from the lemma and [S] that either Cc(E) is a torus T or C(x) 
is of type 2A, or ‘A, for XE E. If C(E) = T then IB( = 14(q’+ 1) by [2], 
contradicting the fact that IBI > q26. If C(x) is of type 2A, or 2A7 for XE E, 
then A must be N(‘E,(q)) since q,s does not divide JBJ (clearly q,8 does not 
divide \lv( E)/C( E)I by the proof of the lemma). Hence q9 divides IB( and 
so q9 must divide IN(E)/C(E)I: this is impossible, again by the proof of the 
lemma. 
Next suppose that B is non-local. As in the Es case we reduce to the 
situation where the socle S of B is a simple group of Lie type over GF(r), a 
field of characteristic p. Write r =pb. Since q14 divides (BI we have either 
bx = 18~ or bx = 14~ (where x = xs is defined as before). In the first case 
the possibilities for S are L4(q912), U,(q3),..., E6(q3’2), 2E,(q); in the second 
case they are L4(q7’2), U4(q713),..., E6(q7’6), 2Es(q7’9). The only possibilities 
which satisfy Lagrange’s Theorem and are divisible by q14 are U,(q) and 
U,(q). If S is one of these then q18 does not divide jB1, so A = N(‘E,(q)). 
But q9 does not divide I BI, so X# A, B, here. 
Case G = E,(q) 
By [18] A is either parabolic or the normalizer of a subgroup F,(q), 
E6(q”2), 2E6(q1’2), D,(q), or 2X,(q) 0 A,(q). Hence (BI is divisible by qlzq9, 
q12q8, or cm. Also IBI > q”j/\Out GI. 
First let B = N,(E) with E < G and E g (Z,)’ and r a prime different 
from p. 
LEMMA. At feast one of q12, q9, and qs divides jC(E)j. 
The proof goes through as in previous cases, noting that if r = 3 then 
e < 6 by [9, 10.21 and if r = 2 then e < 10 since the abelian 2-rank of W 
is 4. 
The lemma and [ 19, pp. 558-5601 imply that either Cg(E) is a torus or 
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C(x) is of type A,(q’), ‘D,(q), ‘D,(q), or D,(q) for XEE. In the first case B 
is too small. If C(x) is of type A2(q3) for some x E E then e = 1 since the 
centralizer in A2(q3) of an element of order q9 is cyclic; hence C,(X) 6 B 
and 1B: C,(x)/ d 2 and so JAI must be divisible by q,2, qs, and q5, which is 
impossible. Finally, if C(x) is of type ‘D,, ‘D,, or D, for some .YE E, we 
first note that q9 does not divide 1 BI, whence A = N(*E,(q”‘)). However, 
this forces (q”2)9 to divide lB(, which is impossible (as in the proof of the 
lemma). 
Next suppose that B is non-local. As before, the socle S of B is of Lie 
type over GF(r), where r =ph and hx is 12~ or 9a. We can now list the 
possibilities for S as in the previous cases. Using Lagrange’s Theorem and 
the fact that ISI is divisible by q12q9, q12q8, or q9q5 we see that S must be 
one of L3(q4), L4(q3), F,(q), and 2E,(q”2). In the first two cases S has an 
element of order (qi2 - 1)/d(q4- 1) or (qi2- l)/d(q’- 1) with d<4, and 
this element cannot lie in a torus of G (cf. [Z]). If S= F,(q) then A must be 
N(2E6(q”2)); but then IA, B,l is not divisible by q9 - 1. Finally, if 
S = *E6(q1”) then A = N(F,(q)) and again A, B, # X. 
Case G = ‘E,(q) 
By [lS] A is either parabolic or the normalizer of a subgroup F,(q), 
‘D,(q), SL,(q)o 2A,(q), or Fi,2 (with q=2 in the last case). It follows that 
q,8 divides 1 BI in all cases. In the local case, with B= N,(E) and E z (Z,)“, 
we see as before that either Cc(E) is a torus or C(x) is of type SU3(q3) for 
some XE E (this time using [6] rather than [S]). In the first case IBJ is 
too small, while the second yields to the argument used to rule out A,(q3) 
in the E, case. Finally, the nonlocal case is dealt with as in the previous 
sections. 
Case G = F,(q) 
By [IS] A is either parabolic or one of the subgroups B,(q), D,(q).S,, 
3Dzdq). 3, F,(q”2), and ‘F4(q). Hence I B( is divisible by qT2 or q8. It is also 
shown in [lS] that there is just one conjugacy class of each of the sub- 
groups B,(q), 3D4(q) in G if q is odd, and two classes of each (interchanged 
by a graph automorphism) if q is even. 
PROPOSITION. If q is even then there exist subgroups H, K of G = F,(q) 
with Hz 3D,(q), Kr B4(q) such that G = HK. If q is odd, there is no such 
factorization of X of the form N,(H)N,(K). 
Proof: Suppose first that q is even and let H be any subgroup of G with 
Hz 3D4(q). Pick an element x of order q3 + 1 in H such that 
C,(x) = L x (x) with LrSL,(q). Then C,(x) = C,(X) by [21]. 
Moreover, in the notation of [9, p. 281, L is conjugate in G to a subgroup 
(U,, Up,) where r is a (long or short) root in the F,-system-this can be 
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seen from [21, pp. 148-1491, the relevant possibilities for x’ being /z.,~ and 
h,,, in [Zl]. We have C,(L)g Q,(q) and C,(L)rSL,(q3). We may 
choose a subgroup Kr B,(q) of G such that L < K and C,(L) s Sp,(q). 
Then C,(L) = C,(L). Hence L x C,(L) < Hn K. It follows from [lS] that 
L x C,(t) is a maximal subgroup of H, so we deduce that H n K= 
L x C,(L). Arithmetic now shows that G = HK. 
Next let q be odd and let H, M be subgroups of G with Hz 3D4(q). 3, 
M z D,(q). S3. Let x E H, y E M be elements of order 3 such that C,(x) g 
G,(q) x Z, and C,(y) E G,(q) x Z,. It follows from [23] (see p. 8 for the 
characteristic 3 case and pp. 14-16 for characteristic not 3) that x is con- 
jugate to y in G. Hence M can be chosen such that H n M contains a sub- 
group Ns G,(q). Now C,(N) contains an involution t (a graph 
automorphism of D4), and C,(t) must be B4(q). Hence G has a subgroup 
KZ B4(q) with Hn K> G,(q). Since there is just one conjugacy class of 
each of the subgroups 3D,(q), B,(q) in G, the proof of the proposition is 
complete. 
Notes. (1) For q even, the factorization G = 3D,(q) B,(q) is minimal, 
in the sense that if G = HK with H 6 3D4(q).3, K< B,(q) then H contains 
3D,(q) and K= B4(q). This follows from the fact that B,(q) and 3D4(q) 
have no proper subgroups of index dividing q4(q2 - 1)(q6 - 1) (cf. 
C14,181). 
(2) There are precisely two G-conjugacy classes of factorizations of G 
as in the Proposition (if q is even), and these are interchanged by a graph 
automorphism (see Remark 1 above). 
We now show that there are no further factorizations in this case. First 
let B = N,(E) with Ed G and E g (Zr)e, r prime and r #p. We claim that 
either qs or q12 divides lC(E)l: the only possible counterexample that does 
not yield immediately to the arguments of previous cases occurs when 
Er (Z,)‘, qfz = 13, and 13 divides (N(E)/C(E)I. By [lo, 3.9(b)], q = 2 and 
so G = F,(2). Since q8 must divide IAl we have A = B,(2). Hence 7 divides 
IC(E)I, so that C(x)=B,(2) x (x) for any XE E by [9, p. 4291. But the 
centralizer of a 7-element in &,(2) does not contain a subgroup (Z,)‘, 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus q8 or q12 divides IC(E)I. We deduce from [21,23] that r=2 and 
C,(x) z B,(q) for x E E. As in the corresponding argument for the E, case, 
we must have e = 1, and hence B = B.,(q). Then A must contain 3D4(q); this 
gives no factorization by the Proposition, since q is odd. 
In the non-local case, we proceed as before. The only possibilities for the 
socle S of B which do not yield a contradiction by the previous arguments 
or elementary arithmetic are G,(q*), L,(q*), P,!&(q), PsZ,(q), and 3D4(q). 
The first two are in fact not subgroups of F4(q) since they both contain an 
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element of order q4 + q2 + 1 (inside a subgroup SL,(q’)), and such an 
element cannot lie in a torus of F4(q) (cf. [Z]). By [18], the group PSp,(q) 
lies in G only if q is even, in which case B,(q) z C,(q). If S = B,(q) then A 
must be 3D4(q), and this has been dealt with in the Proposition above. 
Finally, if S= 3D4(q) then A = B,(q), a case already considered. 
Case G = 2F4(q)’ 
The case where q = 2 is dealt with easily, using the list of maximal sub- 
groups of ‘F4(2)’ in [4]. Thus we assume that q > 2. By [ 18 J, A must be a 
parabolic subgroup, whence q& divides 1BI. In the local case B= N,(E), 
Eg (Z,)‘, we see as usual that q,2 divides IC(E)l. By [22] then, C(E) must 
be a torus of G and so B is too sma!l. The non-local case yields to the usual 
arguments. 
Case G = 3D4(q) 
By [18], A is parabolic, G,(q), or 3D4(q”2), and so qG divides IBI. The 
usual arguments how that no factorizations arise. 
Case G = G,(q) 
By [lS], if q3 5 then A is either parabolic or one of the subgroups 
SL,(q).2, SU,(q).2, G,(q”‘), and ‘G,(q). The G-conjugacy classes of the 
latter subgroups are unique unless 3 1 q, in which case there are exactly two 
classes of each of the subgroups SL,(q) and SU,(q), interchanged by a 
graph automorphism of G. 
PROPOSITION A. If q is a power of 3 then there exist subgroups H, K of 
G= G,(q) with HzSL,(q), KzSU,(q) such that G= HK. If 3 rq then no 
such factorization of X exists. 
ProoJ First assume that 3 1 q. Pick H < G with Hr SL,(q). Now G,(q) 
has two conjugacy classes of maximal tori of order q2 - 1, each having nor- 
malizer of order 4(q2 - 1) by [2]; these classes are interchanged by a graph 
automorphism. Hence we may choose a subgroup Kg W,(q) such that 
Hn K contains an element y of order q2 - 1. Write H, = NJH), 
K, = N,(K), and Y = ( y). Then 
and so NJ Y) < H, n K,. An easy argument using the 3-dimensional 
geometries associated with H and K shows that H, n K, = N,( Y). It 
follows that H n K is either NJ Y) or Y. Since NJ Y) # NK( Y) we have 
Hn K= Y, and hence G= HK. 
Finally, if 3 [ q then G has unique conjugacy classes of subgroups SL,(q) 
and SU,(q), all of which contain a long root subgroup of G (of order q). 
Hence no factorization arises. 
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PROWSITION B. Let q be an odd power of 3. If H, K are subgroups of 
G = G,(q) with HZ SL,(q), Kr 2G2(q) then G = HK. 
Proof. We consider G as a subgroup of O,(q) in its action on a 
7-dimensional orthogonal geometry V. The group G has three orbits on the 
set of l-dimensional subspaces of V, with corresponding point-stabilizers 
SL,(q).2, W,(q). 2, and a parabolic subgroup. Define 
A = (6 I 6 a l-space, G6 2 SL,(q).2}, 
pick 6 E d, and let H, = G6 and H = H; z SL,(q). Let t be an involution of 
G and put C = C,(t), so that C = (S, 0 S,).2 with S1 g Sz g SL,(q). Since C 
cannot stabilize a l-space, it follows that t has precisely four eigenvalues 
- 1 in its action on V. Hence C stabilizes a decomposition V= I/, 0 V, 
where Vi is a non-singular subspace of dimension i (i = 3,4). We may take 
it that S, acts on V, as O,(q) and S2 acts trivially on V3. 
Let c be an automorphism of G, fixing t, such that C,(a) 1 ‘G2(q), and 
put K= C,(a). Write C,,= C,(t), so that C,g2 x L,(q). Since r7 
interchanges S, and S, we deduce that C, acts as Q,(q) on I/,, and hence 
that Co contains a subgroup D of order 2(q - 1) stabilizing a point a of A. 
By [28], K, must be either D or Co. The latter is clearly impossible, and 
hence we may take H, n K = D, whence G = H, K. It is easy to see that 
H n K has index 2 in D, and so also G = HK. 
Note. The factorizations G = SL,(q) SU,(q) and G = 2G2(q) SL,(q) 
given above are minimal, and there are two conjugacy classes of each, 
interchanged by a graph automorphism of G (see Remark 1 above). 
We now sketch the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 for G,(q), assuming first 
that q B 5. In the local case B= N,(E), ES (Z,)e (r #p), either q3 or q6 
divides IC(E)I: this is seen as before, noting that if q: or qz is 7 then q 6 4 
by [ 10, 3.91. Using [3,7] in the usual way, we see that either C(E) is a 
torus or B is one of SL,(q).2 and SU,(q).2. In the first case B is too small. 
If B= SL,(q).2 then A is either SU,(q).2 or 2G2(q), possibilities already 
investigated. If B= SU,(q).2 then A is SL,(q).Z or G2(q’12), so it remains 
only to show that no factorization of X arises with B = SU,(q).2 and 
A = G,(q”‘). This is in fact clear, since some pair G,(q”‘), SU,(q) of sub- 
groups has intersection containing a subgroup of order q’/’ (note that q > 4 
and IOut GI < q”‘). Finally, the non-local case is easily handled in the 
usual way. 
To conclude, we deal with the cases q = 3 and q =4 (recall that we 
excluded G,(2)’ g U,(3) from consideration). First let q = 3. From [4] we 
see that the only possible factorization not already considered would have 
A a parabolic subgroup and B = L,( 13). Let R be a subgroup of order 3 in 
B and choose a parabolic subgroup P of G such that N,(R) < P. Then 
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B n P contains N,(R), which has order 12, and hence G # BP. Since G has 
a unique conjugacy class of subgroups L,( 13) and two classes of parabolic 
subgroups, interchanged by a graph automorphism, it follows that there is 
no factorization of the above form. 
Finally, let q = 4. From [4] we see that G = U,(4) J2 and that this is a 
minimal factorization. Also the only other possible maximal factorization 
of X would have A = G,(2) and B= U,(4).2. Let 52 be the set of right 
cosets of B in G. Then G acts with rank 3 on Q and has permutation 
character la + 650~ + 1365~~ in the notation of [4, pp. 977991. The con- 
jugacy classes of elements of G,(2) x 2 in G,(4). 2 can be identified by 
restricting the projective character of G,(4).2 of degree 12. We list below 
those classes in G,(2) x 2 (and their sizes) which fix at least one point of Q. 
Type of x (as in 14, p. 98 3) 1A 2A 2B 3B 6B 
No. of x in G2(2) x 2 I 63 252 672 2016 
lfiX,(.~)l 2016 96 32 6 2 
It follows that G,(2)x 2 is transitive on R and so G,(4).2= 
(G2(2) x2)(U,(4).4), as in Theorem 2. On the other hand, since all the 
elements x listed above lie inside G2(2), we see that G,(2) has two orbits 
on Q; hence in particular, no factorization of G,(4) arises here. Further, 
since U,(4).2 has two orbits on the set of cosets of G,(2) in G, it follows 
that G,(4).2 # (G,(2) x 2)( U,(4).2). Finally, (G,(2) x 2) n (U,(4).4) has 
order 12, from which it is now easily deduced that the above factorization 
of G,(4).2 is minimal. 
Cases G = ‘B,(q), G = 2G2(q) 
It is readily seen from [25,28] that these groups and their 
automorphism groups admit no factorizations. 
This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
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